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earlier	on	‘data	science’…

unsupervised	learning

clustering

dimensionality	reduction
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in	this	lecture
• unsupervised	learning
• topic	models

• model	selection
• course	review
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topic	models

we	have	a	collection	of	documents

what	topics	are	discussed?

how	would	you	approach	this?
what	would	be	a	‘topic’?
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time. (See, for example, Figure 3 for 
topics found by analyzing the Yale Law 
Journal.) Topic modeling algorithms 
do not require any prior annotations or 
labeling of the documents—the topics 
emerge from the analysis of the origi-
nal texts. Topic modeling enables us 
to organize and summarize electronic 
archives at a scale that would be impos-
sible by human annotation.

Latent Dirichlet Allocation
We first describe the basic ideas behind 
latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA), which 
is the simplest topic model.8 The intu-
ition behind LDA is that documents 
exhibit multiple topics. For example, 
consider the article in Figure 1. This 
article, entitled “Seeking Life’s Bare 
(Genetic) Necessities,” is about using 
data analysis to determine the number 
of genes an organism needs to survive 
(in an evolutionary sense).

By hand, we have highlighted differ-
ent words that are used in the article. 
Words about data analysis, such as 
“computer” and “prediction,” are high-
lighted in blue; words about evolutionary 
biology, such as “life” and “organism,” 
are highlighted in pink; words about 
genetics, such as “sequenced” and 

“genes,” are highlighted in yellow. If we 
took the time to highlight every word in 
the article, you would see that this arti-
cle blends genetics, data analysis, and 
evolutionary biology in different pro-
portions. (We exclude words, such as 
“and” “but” or “if,” which contain little 
topical content.) Furthermore, know-
ing that this article blends those topics 
would help you situate it in a collection 
of scientific articles.

LDA is a statistical model of docu-
ment collections that tries to capture 
this intuition. It is most easily described 
by its generative process, the imaginary 
random process by which the model 
assumes the documents arose. (The 
interpretation of LDA as a probabilistic 
model is fleshed out later.)

We formally define a topic to be a 
distribution over a fixed vocabulary. For 
example, the genetics topic has words 
about genetics with high probability 
and the evolutionary biology topic has 
words about evolutionary biology with 
high probability. We assume that these 
topics are specified before any data 
has been generated.a Now for each 

a Technically, the model assumes that the top-
ics are generated first, before the documents.

document in the collection, we gener-
ate the words in a two-stage process.

 ! Randomly choose a distribution 
over topics.

 ! For each word in the document
a.  Randomly choose a topic from 

the distribution over topics in 
step #1.

b.  Randomly choose a word from the 
corresponding distribution over 
the vocabulary.

This statistical model reflects the 
intuition that documents exhibit mul-
tiple topics. Each document exhib-
its the topics in different proportion 
(step #1); each word in each docu-
ment is drawn from one of the topics 
(step #2b), where the selected topic is 
chosen from the per-document distri-
bution over topics (step #2a).b

In the example article, the distri-
bution over topics would place prob-
ability on genetics, data analysis, and 

b We should explain the mysterious name, “latent 
Dirichlet allocation.” The distribution that is 
used to draw the per-document topic distribu-
tions in step #1 (the cartoon histogram in Figure 
1) is called a Dirichlet distribution. In the genera-
tive process for LDA, the result of the Dirichlet 
is used to allocate the words of the document to 
different topics. Why latent? Keep reading.

Figure 1. The intuitions behind latent Dirichlet allocation. We assume that some number of “topics,” which are distributions over words,  
exist for the whole collection (far left). Each document is assumed to be generated as follows. First choose a distribution over the topics (the 
histogram at right); then, for each word, choose a topic assignment (the colored coins) and choose the word from the corresponding topic. 
The topics and topic assignments in this figure are illustrative—they are not fit from real data. See Figure 2 for topics fit from data.
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generative	model
1. for	each	document,	

choose	a	distribution	over	topics
2. to	generate	a	word:

a. choose	a	topic	acc.to topic	distribution
b. choose	a	word	according	to	topic

topic:	probability	distribution	over	words

training
learn	models	to	perform
• step	1	(dirichlet distribution)
• step	2b	(multinomial	distribution)

Source: David	M.	Blei.	2012.	Probabilistic	topic	models. Commun.	ACM 55,	4	(April	2012),	77-84.	DOI:	https://doi.org/10.1145/2133806.2133826
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evolutionary biology, and each word 
is drawn from one of those three top-
ics. Notice that the next article in 
the collection might be about data 
analysis and neuroscience; its distri-
bution over topics would place prob-
ability on those two topics. This is 
the distinguishing characteristic of 
latent Dirichlet  allocation—all the 
documents in the collection share 
the same set of topics, but each docu-
ment exhibits those topics in differ-
ent proportion.

As we described in the introduc-
tion, the goal of topic modeling is 
to automatically discover the topics 
from a collection of documents. The 
documents themselves are observed, 
while the topic structure—the topics, 
per-document topic distributions, 
and the per-document per-word topic 
 assignments—is hidden structure. The 
central computational problem for 
topic modeling is to use the observed 
documents to infer the hidden topic 
structure. This can be thought of as 
“reversing” the generative process—
what is the hidden structure that likely 
generated the observed collection?

Figure 2 illustrates example infer-
ence using the same example docu-
ment from Figure 1. Here, we took 
17,000 articles from Science magazine 
and used a topic modeling algorithm to 
infer the hidden topic structure. (The 

algorithm assumed that there were 100 
topics.) We then computed the inferred 
topic distribution for the example 
article (Figure 2, left), the distribution 
over topics that best describes its par-
ticular collection of words. Notice that 
this topic distribution, though it can 
use any of the topics, has only “acti-
vated” a handful of them. Further, we 
can examine the most probable terms 
from each of the most probable topics 
(Figure 2, right). On examination, we 
see that these terms are recognizable 
as terms about genetics, survival, and 
data analysis, the topics that are com-
bined in the example article.

We emphasize that the algorithms 
have no information about these sub-
jects and the articles are not labeled 
with topics or keywords. The inter-
pretable topic distributions arise by 
computing the hidden structure that 
likely generated the observed col-
lection of documents.c For example, 
Figure 3 illustrates topics discovered 
from Yale Law Journal. (Here the num-
ber of topics was set to be 20.) Topics 

c Indeed calling these models “topic models” 
is retrospective—the topics that emerge from 
the inference algorithm are interpretable for 
almost any collection that is analyzed. The fact 
that these look like topics has to do with the 
statistical structure of observed language and 
how it interacts with the specific probabilistic 
assumptions of LDA.

about subjects like genetics and data 
analysis are replaced by topics about 
discrimination and contract law.

The utility of topic models stems 
from the property that the inferred hid-
den structure resembles the thematic 
structure of the collection. This inter-
pretable hidden structure annotates 
each document in the collection—a 
task that is painstaking to perform 
by hand—and these annotations can 
be used to aid tasks like information 
retrieval, classification, and corpus 
exploration.d In this way, topic model-
ing provides an algorithmic solution to 
managing, organizing, and annotating 
large archives of texts.

LDA and probabilistic models. LDA 
and other topic models are part of the 
larger field of probabilistic modeling. 
In generative probabilistic modeling, 
we treat our data as arising from a 
generative process that includes hid-
den variables. This generative process 
defines a joint probability distribution 
over both the observed and hidden 
random variables. We perform data 
analysis by using that joint distribu-
tion to compute the conditional distri-
bution of the hidden variables given the 

d See, for example, the browser of Wikipedia 
built with a topic model at http://www.sccs.
swarthmore.edu/users/08/ajb/tmve/wiki100k/
browse/topic-list.html.

Figure 2. Real inference with LDA. We fit a 100-topic LDA model to 17,000 articles from the journal Science. At left are the inferred  
topic proportions for the example article in Figure 1. At right are the top 15 most frequent words from the most frequent topics found  
in this article.
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dataset:	17,000	articles	from	journal	Science

proportions	of	topics	for	document	
shown	in	previous	slide

high-probability	words	for	most	
frequent	topics	in	document

Source: David	M.	Blei.	2012.	Probabilistic	topic	models. Commun.	ACM 55,	4	(April	2012),	77-84.	DOI:	https://doi.org/10.1145/2133806.2133826



types	of	clustering	algorithms

combinatorial
work	directly	on	the	data
no	probabilistic	model

mixture	modeling
probabilistic	model	expresses	probability	

each	data	point	belongs	to	a	cluster

‘mode	seekers’	/	‘bump	hunters’
look	for	modes	of	the	density	distribution,	

assign	a	cluster	to	each	mode
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k-means
spectral	clustering

topic	models



model	selection

earlier	in	this	course…

training	and	testing
training:	we	fit	a	model

testing:	evaluate	the	performance	of	the	model	on	unseen	data

when	we	do	not	have	much	data	available…
k-fold	cross-validation
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model	selection

when	a	lot	of	data	are	available…
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train validation test

50% 25% 25%

fit	model	for	different	
values	of	parameter	λ

evaluate	performance	for	
each	value	of	λ

estimate	performance	
for	chosen	λ

model	selection

model	assessment



practical	tips	for	numerical	stability

work	with	log	probabilities
as	much	as	possible

center	and	standardize	numerical	data
m:	mean	s:	standard	deviation

x	→	(x	- m)/s
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missing	values

how	would	you	approach	the	case	of	missing	values?

e.g.,	regression
predict	Y	from	p-dimensional	X

some	data	points	are	missing	some	of	the	attribute	values
e.g.,	some	points	are	missing	Xp
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missing	values

one	approach

build	regression	model	on	X1:(p-1) to	predict	Xp
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course	review

what	did	you	learn	in	this	course?
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data	science	pipeline
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learning

data model prediction decision
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regression
given	X,	what	is	the	predicted	(numerical)	Y?

classification
given	X,	what	is	the	(class)	Y?

clustering
what	groups	are	there?

learning

data model prediction decision



data	science	pipeline
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regression
given	X,	what	is	the	probability	of	(numerical)	Y=y?

classification
given	X,	what	is	the	probability	of	(class)	Y=y?

clustering
what	groups	are	there	and	what	is	the	probability	that	

point	X	belongs	to	each	group?

learning

data model prediction decision



data	science	pipeline
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regression
random	forests	for	regression

classification
random	forests	for	classification

clustering
topic	models

learning

data model prediction decision

train validation test

model
selection

model
assessment



data	science	pipeline
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encoding
encode	categorical	variables	into	

numerical	ones

centering	and	standardization

learning

data model prediction decision



la fin
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